
EMS: The History and 

Principles of System Design 



EMS: Definition

 EMS system is the full spectrum of response from 

 Recognition of the emergency to initial bystander interventions

 Access to the health care system

 Dispatch of an appropriate response

 Pre-arrival instructions

 Direct patient care by trained personnel

 Appropriate transport or disposition



“The purpose of EMS subspecialty certification is to standardize physician training 

and qualifications for EMS practice, improve patient safety and enhance the 

quality of emergency medical care provided to patients in the pre-hospital 

environment, and facilitate further integration of pre-hospital patient treatment into 

the continuum of patient care”

“Emergency Medical Services (EMS) is a medical subspecialty that involves 

pre-hospital emergency patient care, including initial patient stabilization, 

treatment, and transport in specially equipped ambulances or helicopters 

to hospitals.” 



First evidence of systematic triage



Jean Dominique Larrey, Napoleon’s chief military physician

In 1797 Larrey built “ambulance volantes” of two or four wheels to rescue the wounded and 

introduced a new concept in military surgery: early transport from the battlefield to the aid 

stations and then to the frontline hospital.



The medical experiences of the Civil War stimulated the beginning of civilian 

urban ambulance services. The first were established in cities such as 

Cincinnati, New York, London, and Paris. The first known hospital-based 

ambulance service was based out of Commercial Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio, 

(now the Cincinnati General) by 1865.

Edward Dalton, Sanitary Superintendent of the Board of Health in New York 

City, established a city ambulance program in 1869. His ambulances carried 

medical equipment such as splints, bandages, straitjackets, and a stomach 

pump, as well as a medicine chest of antidotes, anesthetics, brandy, and 

morphine. 

By the turn of the century, interns accompanied the ambulances. Care was 

rendered and the patient left at home.



In the 1920s, in Roanoke, Virginia, the first volunteer rescue squad was 

started. In many areas, volunteer rescue or ambulance squads 

gradually developed and provided an alternative to the local fire 

department or undertaker.



Closed-chest cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), reported as 

successful in 1960 by W.B. Kouwenhoven and Peter Safar, was 

eventually adopted as the medical standard for cardiac arrest in 

the prehospital setting. 

New evidence that CPR, pharmaceuticals, and defibrillation could 

save lives immediately created a demand for physician providers 

of those interventions in both the hospital and prehospital

environments.



• The Civil War is the starting point for EMS systems in the United 

States. 

• By the turn of the century, interns accompanied the ambulances. 

• Care was rendered and the patient left at home. Electric, steam, 

and gasoline-powered carriages were used as ambulances. 

• Calls for service were generally processed and dispatched by 

individual hospitals. 

• Improvement of telegraph and telephone systems with signal 

boxes throughout New York City to connect the police 

department and the hospitals.

Between the two world wars, ambulances began to be 

dispatched by mobile radios.During the World War 2, the military 

demand for physicians pulled the interns from ambulances, never 

to return, resulting in poorly staffed units and non-standardized 

prehospital care

• Advances in medical treatments led to a perception that 

decreases in mortality and morbidity were possible. 

• Closed-chest cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), reported 

as successful in 1960

• 2 Ambulance Geographic Models Hospital-based system in 

urban area and Fire-based system in rural area

• Mobile coronary care unit with physician on-board was developed in 

Ireland. 

• Development of blueprint for EMS, including such things as first aid 

training for the lay public, state-level regulation of ambulance 

services, development of trauma registries, single nationwide phone 

number access for emergencies, and disaster planning.

• As early as 1967, the first physician responder mobile programs 

morphed into “paramedic” programs using physician-monitored 

telemetry as a modification of the approach by in Ireland.

• The “Heartmobile” program, begun in 1969 in Columbus, Ohio, initially 

involved a physician and three EMTs. Within 2 years, 22 highly trained 

(2,000 hours) paramedics provided the field care, and the physician 

role became supervisory.



1973: the Emergency Medical Services Systems Act

The Fifteen Essential EMS Components

Prehospital providers: The Highway Safety Act of 

1966 funded EMT-A training and curriculum

• Founded in 1970, the NREMT developed a standardized 

examination for EMT.

• The creation and implementation of the emergency medical 

technician–paramedic (EMT-P) curriculum in the early 1970s, 

with pioneering work by Walt Stoy, PhD, Nancy Caroline, MD.

• In 1968 ACEP was founded by physicians interested in the 

organization and delivery of emergency medical care. 

• In 1970 the first emergency medicine residency was 

established at the University of Cincinnati, and the first 

academic department of emergency medicine in a medical 

school was formed at the University of Southern California.

In 1979, emergency medicine was formally recognized 

as a specialty by the AMA Committee and the 

American Board of Medical Specialties. One of the 

strongest arguments in favor of the new specialty was 

that emergency physicians had a unique role in the 
oversight of pre-hospital medicine.
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PREHOSPITAL CARE: THE FACTS

 Most of the time, the role of EMS is not to “fix it” in the field, but to 

stabilize the patient to the best of our ability and transport to 

definitive care.

 Hospitals have the advantage of space, storage, equipment and 

personnel - things ambulances either lack or have in limited 

supply. 

 It takes less time to train an EMT and paramedics… and that they 

often cross trains in firefighting and rescue skills that are so often 

necessary at accidents.



PREHOSPITAL CARE: THE FACTS

 It also means… that the doctor can be at the hospital, treating other 

patients, while he or she waits on the ambulance to bring the next patient 

through the door. (This means the doctor can be of use to MORE people, 

at the hospital, than he or she would be stuck in an ambulance or at a 

patient’s house or at an accident scene)

 So… the paradigm evolved… legislation was passed to enable EMS 

personnel other than physician to function as ‘the eyes and ears of the 

doctor’ at the scenes of emergencies… and to provide treatment as 

instructed by the doctor.



The Development of Emergency 

Medical Services in Thailand
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พ.ศ. 2536 มกีารบรรจุแผนการพฒันา

ระบบการแพทยฉุ์กเฉินไวใ้นแผนพฒันา

เศรษฐกจิและสงัคมแหง่ชาติ

ฉบบัที ่7 (พ.ศ. 2535 - 2539)



Emergency Medical Operation

 ปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน (Emergency Medical Operation) 

หมายถงึ การปฏบิตักิารดา้นการแพทยฉุ์กเฉินการรบัรูถ้งึภาวะการณ์

เจบ็ป่วยฉุกเฉินจนถงึการดาเนินการใหผู้ป่้วยฉุกเฉินไดร้บัการบาบดั

รกัษาใหพ้น้ภาวะฉุกเฉิน ซึง่รวมถงึการประเมนิ การจดัการ การ

ประสานงาน การควบคมุดูแล การตดิตอ่สือ่สาร การล าเลยีง หรอื

ขนส่งผูป่้วย การตรวจวนิิจฉยั และการบ าบดัรกัษาพยาบาลผูป่้วย

ฉุกเฉินท ัง้นอกสถานพยาบาลและในสถานพยาบาล



ผูป้ฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน

 แพทยอ์ านวยการปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน (พอป.)

 แพทยอ์ ำนวยกำรปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉิน (พอป.) คอืแพทยท์ีผ่่ำนกำรสอบได ้

ประกำศนียบตัรแพทยอ์ ำนวยกำรปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉิน ตำมหลกัสตูรและแหลง่ฝึกอบรม 

ที ่อศป.รบัรอง แตผู่ท้ีม่สีทิธิจ์ะไดป้ระกำศนียบตัรน้ันสำมำรถท ำได ้ 2 ทำงคอื

1. แพทยเ์ฉพำะทำงสำขำเวชศำสตรฉุ์กเฉินซึง่ผ่ำนกำรอบรมแพทยเ์ฉพำะทำงและสอบ

ผ่ำนวฒุบิตัรหรอือนุมตับิตัรผูเ้ช ีย่วชำญสำขำเวชศำสตรฉุ์กเฉินจำกแพทยสภำ

2. ผูป้ระกอบวชิำชพีเวชกรรมสำขำอืน่ทีม่ปีระสบกำรณด์ำ้นกำรแพทยฉุ์กเฉินและอบรม

เพิม่เตมิเพือ่สอบขอรบัประกำศนียบตัร พอป. จำก อศป.



ผูป้ฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน

 “ผูช้ว่ยเวชกรรม” หมำยควำมวำ่ ผูป้ฏบิตักิำรทีไ่ดร้บัมอบหมำยใหท้ ำปฏบิตักิำรแพทยโ์ดยทีไ่ม่ไดเ้ป็น

ผูป้ระกอบวชิำชพี หรอืเป็นผูป้ระกอบวชิำชพีซึง่ท ำปฏบิตักิำรแพทยน์อกเหนืออ ำนำจหนำ้ทีข่อบเขต 

ควำมรบัผดิชอบ และขอ้จ ำกดัตำมกฎหมำยวำ่ดว้ยวชิำชพีน้ัน จำกควำมหมำยดงักลำ่วท ำใหผู้ป้ฏบิตักิำร

ฉุกเฉินทัง้หมดทีไ่ม่ใชผู่ป้ระกอบวชิำชพีเวชกรรมหรอืวชิำชพีอืน่ทีม่กีฏหมำยรองรบักำรปฏบิตัหินำ้ทีเ่วช

กรรมเป็นผูช้ว่ยเวชกรรม

 ผูก้ ำกบักำรปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉิน (EMS Supervisor)

 ผูจ้ำ่ยงำนปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉิน (Emergency Medical Dispatcher)

 ผูป้ระสำนปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉิน (EMS Coordinator)

 พนักงำนรบัแจง้เจ็บป่วยฉุกเฉิน (Call Taker)

 นักปฏบิตักิำรฉุกเฉินกำรแพทย ์(Paramedic)

 เจำ้พนักงำนฉุกเฉินกำรแพทย ์ (Advanced EMT)

 พนักงำนฉุกเฉินกำรแพทย ์ (Emergency Medical Technician: EMT)

 อำสำสมคัรฉุกเฉินกำรแพทย ์ (Emergency Medical Responder: EMR)

หน่วยรบัแจง้เหตแุละส ัง่การ

หน่วยปฏบิตักิาร



EMS Unit

ชดุปฏบิตักิาร (Emergency Medical Unit) หมายถงึ ชดุทีจ่ดัต ัง้ขึน้เพือ่

ปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน ประกอบดว้ยผูป้ฏบิตักิาร พาหนะ เวชภณัฑ ์เครือ่งมอืตา่งๆ 

ทีเ่กีย่วกบัการปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉิน ประเภท ของชดุปฏบิตักิารตา่งๆ เป็นไปตามที่

สถาบนัการแพทยฉุ์กเฉินแห่งชาตกิาหนด ไดแ้ก่

 ชดุปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉินเบือ้งตน้ (First Response Unit : FR) 

 ชดุปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉินระดบัตน้ (Basic Life support Unit : BLS) 

 ชดุปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉินระดบักลาง(Intermediate Life Support Unit : ILS) 

 ชดุปฏบิตักิารฉุกเฉินระดบัสูง( Advanced Life Support Unit : ALS) 



EMS Medical 

Commander

EMS Medical 

Director



EMS System Design





EMS System: Services

 Prevention and public 

education

 Triage

 Medical first response

 Ambulance response and 

transport

 Pre-arrival instructions

 Assessment and treatment

 Medical transportation

 Major Event coverage (logistic and 

planning)

 Disaster services

 Critical care transport

 Air medical transport

 Hazardous materials response medical 

support

 Tactical response medical support

 Community paramedicine



System elements of EMS by NHTSA



Star of Life



Early Detection

Early Reporting 

1669

Early Response

On-scene Care

Care in transit

Transfer to 

definitive care



FAST – SAFE - SEAMLESS



The EMS System = 6 Rights

“The right personnel provide the right response, get to the right place, 

access the right patient, provide the right care, get to the right facility.”



EMS Response Systems

 Single tier

is the provision of initial response and transport by a single organization at one 

level of care, for example, a county-based BLS ambulance.

 Multiple tier 

can be as creative as resources allow. Below is a non-inclusive list of possibilities. 

 BLS first response ALS transport

 ALS first response – ALS transport

 ALS intercept vehicle to support BLS transport service

 Specialty/Critical care transport

 Rotor and fixed-wing air ambulance

“In a tiered agency, the initial call 

triage performed by 1669 

becomes a key element in 

matching the resources 

dispatched to the caller’s needs.”





Emergency Medical Dispatcher



EMD



E ECHO level

D DELTA level

C CHARLIE level

B BRAVO level

A ALPHA level

Ω OMEGA

Pre-Planned Response/Mode Selection



E ECHO Determinant Philosophy

• In certain life-threatening situations, you 

can dispatch early in the interrogation 

sequence.



Determinant Coding Exercise 

Chief Complaint Protocol number 

Formula:

+ Determinant level

+ Determinant Descriptor number

= Determinant Code









Resource Deployment

 Fixed Deployment

• EMS response vehicles are dispatched from a static location within a 

response area, like a fire or EMS station that is strategically positioned within 

the community for efficient response. 

 Dynamic/Variable Deployment 

• EMS response vehicles are positioned at various locations within a given 

response area. These posting sites are selected following a retrospective 

analysis of call volume and locations in order to statistically predict where 

the next call may occur. 

System Status Management (SSM)

based on “Peak Demand Staffing” and 

“Temporal Variation” of calls



System Status Management (SSM)

 SSM has become the most widely accepted 

management methodology for managing EMS 

resources. The fundamental concept has two major 

pieces that shape the lives of the Medics it manages, 

Dynamic Deployment and Peak Demand Staffing.



System Status Management (SSM)

Dynamic Deployment 

 As units are assigned calls and the day progresses, these postings will change 

with the probability of a need increasing or decreasing for a potential 

assignment nearby. 

 A truly dynamic system will see the fluid movement of units from posting to 

posting to ensure the entire area is covered with maximum statistical efficiency.

Peak Demand Staffing 

 Requires schedules that put the appropriate number of resources into the 

system to meet the anticipated demand for those resources. 



System Status Management (SSM)



Software predicting next 

emergency call



Components of Response Time

 PSAP Call Date/Time

The time the phone rings (911 call to public safety answering point or other designated entity) 

requesting EMS services.

 Dispatch Notified Date/Time

The time dispatch was notified by the 911 call taker (if a separate entity)

 Unit Notified by Dispatch Date/Time

The time the responding unit was notified by dispatch

 Unit En Route Date/Time

The time the unit responded; that is, the time the vehicle started moving

 Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time

The time the responding unit arrived on scene; that is, the time the vehicle stopped moving

 Arrived at Patient Date/Time

The time the responding unit arrived at the patient’s side.

Reference: 2005 National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) 

Response Time 
เวลารบัแจง้ถงึเวลาทีจ่ดุเกดิเหตุ

Goal < 8-10 minutes (ALS)

< 15 minutes (BLS)

THAILAND 

Response 

Time



1-2 นาที
รหสัแดง: 8-10 นาที

รหสัเหลอืง: 15 นาที



The Ambulance 

 Ground ambulance options generally fall into three 

categories: 

 Types I, II, III, and IV



 Type I is based upon a heavy truck chassis with a square patient compartment 

that is mounted onto the chassis, primarily used for Advanced Life Support and 

rescue work.

 Applicable for both large city fleets and small rural areas, Type I vehicles 

provide dependable support and optional rugged four-wheel drive power.





 Type II – Van Type Ambulance

 Type II is a van based ambulance with little modifications except for a raised 

roof. Its use is for basic life support and transfer of patients.

 The Type 2 is maneuverable in heavy traffic and urban areas and less 

expensive.



 The only difference between Type I and III is in the chassis. Type I 

is mounted on a truck like chassis. Whereas, Type III is mounted on 

a cut-a-way van chassis with a custom made rear compartment.

 Type IV

 The First Responder is a full-featured mini-ambulance vehicle for BLS or non-

HAZMAT responses. Its compact design enables you to maneuver in areas 

that conventional emergency vehicles can’t access and therefore greatly 

reduces your overall response times.









Rotor-Wing Versus Fixed-Wing Air 

Ambulances 

 ROTARY-WING AIR TRANSPORTATION

 Range of 50–150 miles

 Use when travel time >30 minutes to 
hospital and rapid transport is essential.

 Limited by poor weather

 FIXED-WING AIR TRANSPORTATION

 For distances >100 miles, when rapid 
transport is essential

 Limited by weather, lack of runways, 
refueling

 Possible altitude problems for the patient, 
eg, pneumothorax, ET cuff, balloon 
catheters

“There are no absolute contraindications to 
air transport.”





ALS/ILS/BLS/FR

USA



 All aspects of the EMS organization and provision of 

basic (including first responder) and advanced life 

support emergency medical services (EMS) require the 

active involvement and participation of physicians.

 Every out-of-hospital service that provides any level of 

life support or expanded scope service must have an 

identifiable physician medical director at the local level 

as well as at the regional or state level to ensure quality 

patient care.



EMS Quality

Directly correlates with:

 Having a medical director

 Medical Director is active

 Medical Director has EMS 

experience

 Is an Emergency Physician



Take Home Messages:

 EMS is the provision of health care outside of the hospital setting by 

personnel having varying levels of training. 

 EMS is a continuum of care -- from initial onset of illness or injury, 

through hospitalization and rehabilitation. EMS moves towards 

community health and wellness, not just emergent care. 

 All level of EMS Personnel function under the supervision of the 

physician medical director. 

EMS is an interdisciplinary health care activity. The community of EMS: 

 Involves a team approach with the medical director as team leader

 Requires medical director to set the tone and direction for the system. 

 Requires medical director to develop a unique set of skills and 

knowledge. 




